
                                                                          CHAPTER 11

 

 01 If you speak a harsh truth, you will certainly be remembered for the 

harshness.#truth ·

 

02. Sticky sweets must have been introduced in the market by a team of 

renowned a nd resourceful doctors ie a dentist and a diabetologist.

 

 03. while young you are too busy to pause and think for a while. In old 

age you have a lot of time to think but little energy to act.A perennial 

mismatch between thinking and action.

 

 04. Whenever I am in a company,I am either reminded of a tweet I have 

already issued,or get material for a new one.

 

 05. You can easily forget the help you have received.But the other man 

will very likely remember.

 

 06. The greatest mistake one can make,is not to realise his even when 

pointed out by others.

 

07.  If you tell your opinion casually,the other man may give his.But if you 

convey in a blast,the other is likely to.go silent.

 

08.  The expression of true feelings in any given situation is either 

moderated or muffled by sophistication.

 

09. Sophistication and innocence dont go together.

 



  10. If a journey is not pleasant,the sooner you reach the destinstion the 

better it .Life is also a jourmey.

 

11. After the reading habit has dwindled or disappeared 

altogether,writing a treatise on how at all it happenned,is like locking the 

stable after all the horses have bolted.

 

12. If you have passion for something in which nobody around is 

interested,you will see your products rust before your 

eyes,unattended,unsung and fading to nothing in due course.

 

13.  We move heaven and earth to save lives whatever may be in store 

for them after survival .Maybe ,in some cases we may later feel they had 

better left.#life

 

14 .Punch dialogues derive their kick from rhyme or reason--often from the

former.#rhyme

 

 15. Pests destroy crops.This is an incomplete statement.Pests destroy 

crops before man could do it.#pests

 

16.  Money can insulate man from misery of most varieties.#money

 

17. Those days it was considered improper to throw an appreciative look 

at neighbour's wife. Nowadays,you can say (indeed you must) you look 

awesome.. ·

 

18.  100% talent gets 10% return in one field and may be,1000% in 

another,depending on the field and the timing. Physical labour, 



intellectual effort ,business acumen, networld shrewdness, and political 

gimmicks, come in that order.#recognition

 

19  If you explain the blunders of 'A', everybody from B to Z will understand

readily,but not 'A'. Bitter irony!#irony

 

20. Over the years,women spend more on dress.(But in many cases,the 

coverage is less!).#dress

 

 21.  One problem with atheists is that they have no strong reason like fear

of God to be just and honest under all circumstances.#God

 

 22. God and suffering cannot coexist.They are inimical to each other. 

Therefore the coexistence of both these words in the dictionary is 

incongruous.#suffering.

 

 23. All old age can pass through 4 stages.1) you are useful to others 2) 

you are neither useful nor a burden 3)Clearly a burden 4)Not just a 

burden,but clearly unmanageable. At what point,you branch off to 

eternity depends on your luck and that of those around.#oldage

 

24.  Those who believe in God are largely responsible for atheism, 

because they believe in so many other things also,that drive people 

away from God.Tamilnadu is a fine example. As a result ,God is out of 

power in the Assembly for decades now at a stretch.#God

 

25.  Mother-in-law feels 'I came first.She came only yesterday'.Forgets that 

'I' will be leaving in sometime, whereas "she"will linger much longer in his 

life.#mother-in-law ·

 



 26.  Tweets are not like sentences in a short story,to be rushed through in 

a hurry. Many of them deserve to be reflected on.#tweets

 

 27.  All sickness in old age can be viewed as penalty for overstayal.#old 

age

 

28.   "Use and throw" policy is now a widely accepted one.Parents have 

to take it with a pinch of salt,unless exceptionally lucky they are.#parents

 

29 . Silence is not as vulnerable to criticism as speech,but is still not 

foolproof.#silence

 

30.  Sometimes even wise statements can get you into trouble.Even 

wisdom has a time and place to play.#wisdom

 

31.  The man on the go must have some luck.Or else,soon he may be off 

the track.

 

32.  The way up in life is exhilarating. The way down is excruciating.#life

 

33.  Possibilities are many and are valid in science. But probabilities are 

relatively few and we bank on them in real life.#probabilities

 

34. What you think and want to tell everybody,is fit material for tweeting 

and not what you think but cannot tell anybody.#tweets

 

35 .Mumbaikars can now drink water straight from tap.(news report in TOI 

of 12/05/19.) Some good news in the midst of sad and bad 

news!#goodnews



 

36.  News report in TIMES OF INDIA dt 14th May 2019 :More candidates 

with criminal cases (than in 2014 or 2009 elections)are now in the fray for 

Lok Sabha elections 2019. Also 29% are crorepathis (multi millionaires).We 

dont know how many of them overlap. If elected ...!

 

 37.  In our country, sometimes history sheeters get the respect due for 

persons who create history.#crime

 

38.  Some say"Listen to what i say .Dont interrupt" .But then if they say "I 

was on my way to Mumbai from Chennai, and as soon as I crossed 

Chengalpet......" what are we supposed to do? Digest 

Chengalpet?#manners

 

39.  Sometimes truth can be bitter,and lies ore soothing to hear.May be 

can be indulged in for medicinal value,with no intention to harm 

anybody.#truth

 

40.  To be asked to forget ,is better than be asked to wait 

indefinitely.#wait

 

41.  Proceeds from sale of dogs do not bark ,goes a saying. True. 

Money,white or black, hard earned or ill earned, earned through 

labour,fraud or mere luck, all look alike,and work alike.#money

 

42. Some spend money in trickles. Some pour.Some others sprinkle or 

spray.There are others who splash!#money

 

 43. Nowadays,looks push contents to backstage.#looks

 



44. You can agree on facts.You can agree on doubts also.#doubt

 

45 .If you dont agree with a person,you can disagree.That is all you can 

do.You cant pounce on him.#agree

 

46.  Sad tunes may be appropriate in films,where the idea is to 

accentuate the effect. In real life, you should hear tunes that elevate the 

mood,and not worsen it.#sad

 

47.  Good habits of yesterday may not be good habits today.When times 

change,norms also do.#times

 

 48.  Scriptures say what the LORD has said. Media reports what all and 

sundry have said.#Media

 

49.  Substance of a recent news report .Loved yesterday. Killed today. 

Packed in box. Buried in drain. Oh! how terrible today's love is! Where is 

TAJ MAHAL and where is drain, as a resting place for beloved!#LOVE

 

 50.  Some listen to you.Some others merely hear the sound with their mind

switched off, or perhaps not even hear.You can find that if you pose a 

question.But what is the use?#listen

    


